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Attention: * Field with obligatory filling. Without this information it is not possible to send the quotation.
In the event that the above information is not met 100%, there will be no evaluation of the reports regarding the analysis of dirt. 
The pieces will be discarded after the tests.

Request for cleanliness analysis

Share the drawing in JPGE or PDF file

SEND PARTS 
IN CLEAN 

PACKAGING

           Part material*

 Number of parts per test:Quantity:

    Standard date:

(Indicate in the drawing of the piece the place of the extraction when INTERNAL or EXTERNAL.)

    Standard date:

Part name:

Part code: 

Part weight*: 

Part dimensions*: 

Part surface*:

Test requirements:

Company:

Customer: 

E-mail:

Last report number:
(Indicate the number of the last report generated by Enge Solutions. Fill this field only if the test has already been done in this sample, in these cases it is not necessary to fill in 
the data fields of the piece and data of the test, only if you have modified some information of the previous test for the current).

Part or sample: 

(ATTENTION: For sending other samples, fill out the form individually.)

(Select in the field of the "check box" below which test you wish to do, in the "quantity" field, inform the number of tests you wish to hire.) For evaluations per 1000 cm² we recommend sending the 
number of pieces per test equivalent to one area of 200 cm².)

(ATTENTION: Select the metric unit in the selection arrow.
 The reported metric unit will be used to evaluate the result when necessary.)

(ATTENTION: Select the unit of the area in the selection arrow.
 The unit of the area of the piece must be informed according to the dirt specification to 
be fulfilled, this unit will be used for the evaluation of the result.)

Cleanliness analysis

1º Cleanliness standard:
  Ex.: Volkswagen: VW 01134, anothers.

2º Cleanliness standard:
    Ex.: Volkswagen: PV 3347, anothers.

(write only the number of the standard to be met)

(write only the number of the standard to be met)

Dirt limits:
(Report whether metallic or non-metallic when only a certain 
particle type is evaluated.)

Part drawing:

Part extraction surface:

Patricia Dias
Realce
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